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Pig Cup Waterer 

 

As The Professional Manufacture, We Would Like 

To Provide You Cason® Pig Cup Waterer.Pig Cup 

Waterer, Including Water Cup, Water Pipe With 

Nipple, Backing Plates And All Mounting Hardware, 

The Water Cup Can Be Used For All Sizes From 

Nursery Pigs To Finishing Pigs. 

 

 

 

 

 

Product Description 

You can rest assured to buy Cason® Pig Cup Waterer from our factory and we will offer 

you the best after-sale service and timely delivery. In recently years, the factory has won 

the sincere love of customers by relying on its sincere reputation, professional and and 

enthusiastic service to convey the three excellent standard services of high quality 

materials, preferential prices and excellent service to our customers. 

 

China Cason® Pig Cup Waterer Manufacturers, Suppliers and Factory Called 

casonmetalproduct with High Quality 

 

Cason® Pig Cup Waterer, also known as Automatic livestock drinking water 

bowl,  including water cup, water pipe with nipple, backing plates and all mounting 

hardware, the water cup can be used for all sizes from Nursery pigs to finishing pigs.With 

our prosperous working experience and thoughtful solutions, now we have been regarded 

to be a dependable supplier for lots of intercontinental prospective buyers for New Arrival 

China China Automatic Pig Nipple Drinker Waterer for Livestock Cattle Sheep Pig Piglets 

Family Farming, We sincerely hope to determine some satisfactory interactions along with 

you from the in the vicinity of long run. We're going to hold you informed of our progress 

and anticipate building steady company relations along with you. New Arrival China China 

Drinking Bowl, Pig Drinking Bowl, Why we can do these? Because: A, We are honest and 

reliable. Our items have high quality, attractive price, sufficient supply capacity and perfect 

service. B, Our geographical position has a big advantage . C, Various types: Welcome 

your inquiry, It might be highly appreciated. 

 

The most economical, the most hgyienic, to meet the needs of rugged curling design to 

prevent dust and Cason® Pig Cup Waterer can damage to the pig, drinking water at the 

bottom of the bowl, touch the nipple can save a lot of water. Also to prevent fecal 

pollution .. 
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Pig Cup Waterer Parameter (Specification)  

Size : Three size available 
 

Packing way Pallet& box 
 

material Ss304 , 1.mm thickness 

warranty 2 years 
 

 

Product Feature And Application  

The bowl body of Cason® Pig Cup Waterer use 1mm thick stainless steel Beautiful and 

generous, durable,Three size available, respectively, used for all sizes from Nursery pigs 

to finishing pigs.Easy to clean, water-saving, reduce animal drinking water stress. 

 

Product Details  

 

These pictures can better help you understand Pig Cup Waterer. 

 

Product Qualification  
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Deliver,Shipping And Serving  

The leadtime of Pig Cup Waterer  is 20 days upon got your order. 

Payment: we could discuss together 

The shipping way: ocean & air 

 

FAQ  

1.Q:How far is your factory from the airport? 

A:It will take 15 minutes from our company to Airport and take one half houre from our 

company to seaport. 

 

2.Q:Do you provide sample? Free or charge, such us Pig Cup Waterer? 

A:we offer one pcs sample for free. 

 

3.Q:What is your MOQ? 

A:Our MOQ is 10 pcs. 

 

4.Q:Are you a trading company or a manufacturer? 

A:We are Pig Cup Waterer manufacturer. 

 

5.Q:How long is your delivery time? 

A:Our lead time is one month. 

 

 

 

 

 


